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1. Introduction
The importance of the c1assical Halm-Banach theorem in the linear theory of Banach spaces
has motivated numerous attempts to establish corresponding non-linear versions. This question

was treated, e.g., by S. Dineen [20] in lbe context of holomorphic functions on 10ca11y convex
spaces; see also 1. Zalduendo's recent survey artic1e [39]. Homogeneous polynomials or, equivalentiy, (bounded) multilinear forms providelbe easiestnon-trivial examples (and building blocks)
ofholomorphic functions. As is immediately realized, lbere is no hope for a Hahn-Banach lbeorem to hold for general multilinear forms. But quite a number of interesting positive results about
particular multilinear forms and particular spaces do exist.
At least tluee different lines of research can be spotted in lbe literature. One may fix, for
example, a Banach space X and ask for lbose superspaces Y which have lbe property lbat every
multilinear form on X extends to a multilinear form on Y. The case when Y is the bidual X** of X
is lbe topic ofwhat is now known as lbe Aron-Berner extension; see, e.g., [2,16,21] or [9] for lbis
and related results. Another hne of investigation deals with the case where one starts from a fixed
space X and asks for subspaces Y such that any multilinear form on Y extends to a multilinear
form on X Csee [14,18]). Here Maurey's extension theorem comes to mind which informs us

lbat if Y is a subspace of a type 2 Banach space X, lben every bounded bilinear form on Y
extends to a bouuded bilinear form on a11 of X; see [19,28] and [12] for a generalization. Fina11y,
one may concentrate on multilinear forms on a Banach space X which admit an extension to a
multilinear form on any superspace Y of X (see [9,13,26]). Such multilinear forms will prevail
in our work; we call them extendible multilinear forms. We emphasize that preservation of norms
is not required.
In the 1950s, A. Grothendieck uncovered deep connections between extendible bilinear forms
and summability properties of associated operators. In particular, his fundamental theorem of the
metric theory of tensor products essentially says that the extendible bilinear forms on any Banach
space coincide wilb what we will ca11 (1; 2, 2)-summing bilinear forms (definitions will be given
below). We present the essence in Diagram 1.

Here we say lbat a Banach space X has BEP (Bilinear Extension Property) if every bilinear
form on X is extendible. We also say lbat a pair (X, Y) of Banach spaces has BEP if every
bilinear form on X x Y is extendible. The properties TEP (Trilinear Extension Property) and
nEP (n-linear Extension Property) are defined analogously. Trivia11y, any co11ection of n injective
Banach spaces has lbe nEP.
In this paper, one of the goals is to investigate how Diagram 1 changes when we pass to the
trilinear Cor the n-linear, n ) 3) case. A major part of the results to be proved in subsequent
sections can be summarized in Diagram 2.
We will see that for every Banach space X and for every n ) 2 the space of extendible n-linear
forms on X, ¡:~xt(X), is contained in lbe space of absolutely (1; 2, ... , 2)-summing n-linear
forms on X, ¡:~'¡;2, ... ,2) (X), which is of course part of lbe space ¡:n(x) of a11 (continuous) n-

For every Banach space X.

and

~

is = if and only if X has BEP
Diagram 1.
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For every Banach space X and forevery n ;? 3,

x

t

r

has nEP -----+- X has BEP
Diagram 2.

linear forms on X. Diagram 1 says fuat, in fue bilinear case, fue spaces 1:~xt(X) and 1:Z1;2,2) (X)
are the same, for every Banach space X. On the other hand, Diagram 2 shows that for n ) 3,
1:~xt(X) = 1:(1;2, ... ,2) (X) holds iff X has nEP. This implies !hat X has BEP, and we will prave
fuat if X has BEP, fuen 1:(1;2, ... ,2) (X) = 1:n (X) holds for every n ;? 2.
As was already noted on ofuer occasions (see, for instance, [10,30]), several resulls on multilinear extension and related multilinear summing maps change dramatically when passing from
the bilinear to the trilinear case. We are going to obtain further examples of this kind. Nevertheless, Diagram 2 informs liS, that also in the general case, the extension problem continues to be
intimately linked wifu summability praperties of appropriate mappings.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we fix sorne notation and recall
several basic definitions and facts Oil linear and multilinear mappings between Banach spaces,
ideals of linear operators, and alike, which will repeatedly be used later on. Section 3 is devoted
to the bilinear case. In particular, we analyze structural properties of Banach spaces enjoying
BEP. Sorne of these results will be important for our discussions in particular in Section 4, where
we pravide fue details needed to establish Diagram 2. Finally, in Section 5, we investigate to
what extent our extension problem for multilinear forms can be described in terms of multilinear
variants of the concept of dominated operators, as it is well known from the theory of Banach
ideals.

2. Definitions and notation
We shall employ standard terminology and notation on Banach spaces and their operators. In
particular, operators will be bounded linear maps between Banach spaces; also multilinear mappings and forms are always understood to be bounded. Moreover, subspaces of Banach spaces
are closed linear submanifolds. Further, Ez will be fue closed uuit ball of a Banach space Z. If
Z happens to be the dual of sorne Banach space, then we will usually consider Bz as a compact
space with respect to the corresponding weak* -topology.
Given Banach spaces Xl, ... , X n and Y,
L"(X1, ... , X n ; Y)

will be fue standard Banach space of all n-linear mappings Xl x ... X X n -+ Y. lis norm will
be denoted by 11· 11. If Xl = ... = X n = X, fuen we replace fue n-tuplet (Xl, ... , X n ) simply
by X and write1:n (X; Y) for fue above space. 1: 1(X; Y) is fue usual space 1: (X ; Y) of operators
X -+ Y. And if Y is fue basic scalar field OC, we let it just disappear fram our notation:
L"(X1, ... ,Xn )

and

L"(X)

will be fue spaces of n-linear forms on Xl x ...
Again, 1: 1(X) is just fue usual dual X* of X.

X

X n , respectively, on X n (= X x ... x X).
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If Xl and X2 are Banach spaces, fuen we denole by Xl@rrX2 and Xl@sX2 fueir compleled
projective and injective tensor products, respectively. In a natural way, the dual of X¡0;rX2

can be identified wifu ¡:2(X l ,X 2); in fue same way, fue dual of X l @sX 2 is fue space of
Grothenmeck's integral bilinear forms on Xl x X2.
We assume familiarity with terminology, facts and constructions related to operator ideals,

fual is, ideals of (linear) Banach space operalors in fue sense of A. Pielsch. A11 necessary delails
can be found in [17,19,33]. To gel slarled, we need lo generalize sorne we11-known concepls from
fuis fueory lo multilinear mappings.
Let X be a Banach space and 1 ~ p < oo. Given a finite sequence (Xi )r=l in X, we write
II(x;)7'~lll; lodenole

A sequence ~ = (Xn)nEN in X is said lo be weakly p-summable if II~II; = sUPN 11 (x; )""1 11 ; < oo.
The sel (X) of a11 such sequences is a Banach space, wifu ~ C+ II~II; as a norm.
The fo11owing definitions were introduced in [34] (see also [4,15,22] or [32]). Lel finilely
many Banachspaces Xl, ... , X n , y and TE ¡:n(Xl, ... , X n ; Y) be given. Letfurfuer O < s < 00
and 1 ~ rl, ... , rn < 00 besuchfual 1s ~ -"+... + T-"-on WesayfualT isabsolutely (s; rl, .... , rn )Tl
summing if there exists e ) o such that, however we choose finitely many vectors xf froID
each X j, 1 ~ i c::;; m, we have

e;

The sma11esl

e which works is denoled by IITII(,;c¡, .. " , ). The sel

L(S;T1, ... ,rn)(X¡"", X n ; Y)
of a11 (s; rl, ... , rn)-summing n-linear maps in ¡:n(x l , ... , X n; Y) is readily seen lo be a linear
space. If s ) 1, then it becomes a Banach space with 1I . 1I (S;T1, ... ,Tn) as a norm Cfor s < 1 we get a
quasi-Banach space).
In our context, a case of particular significance occurs when 1s = lT1 + ... + l.
Now our
T I!
absolulely (s; rl, ... , rn)-summing multilinear mappings T: Xl x· X X n -+ Y are ca11ed
(rI, ... , rn)-dominated, and we will write

Dtl"

,,)(Xl, ... , X n ; Y)

and

8t l"

,, )(T)

inslead of ¡:'i';'1, ... " ,) (Xl, ... , X n ; Y) and liT 11(,;'1, .. " ,), respectively. To simplify furfuer,
D~(Xl,

... , Xn;Y)

and

8~(T)

will be used if rl = ... = rn = r. As before, if Xl = ... = X n = X, fuen we simply replace
(X, ... , X) by X. And if Y is fue scalar field OC, fuen we delele il fram our nolation. So
¡:;(X)

and

D;(X)

will denole fue spaces of a11 n-linear forms on X n (fue n-fold Cartesian producl of X wifu ilself)
which are (p; p, ... , p )-summing, respectively (p, ... , p )-dominaled.
The same kind of simplifications apply lo our nexl c1ass of mappings (see [31] for a detailed exposition, and also [5]). Given 1 ~ PI, ... , Pn ~ q < 00, we say fual an n-linear mapping
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T: X¡ x ... X X n -+ y is multiple (q; P¡, ... , Pn)-summing if lhere is a constant K ;? O such
that for any mI, ... , mn E N and (x!J:r~¡
e X)', 1 ~ j ~ n, we have
IJ ¡ j -

We denote lhe sma11est admissible K by n (q;P¡,
n(q;p ¡, ... ,p,)(X¡, ... , X n ;

.. ,p, ) (T).

Again, lhe set

Y)

of a11 multiple (q; P¡, ... , Pn)-summing n-linear maps X¡ x ... X X n -+ Y is a Banach space
with JT(q;P l , ... ,P"J as a norm. We will mainly be concemed with the case Y = OC, Xl =
X n = X and q = p = PI = ... = Pn, and then we write

n;(x)

n; (.)]
n;

for lhe above Banach space, or [n;(X),
if we wish to specify lhe norm.
It can be proved (see, for example, [27]) lhat, for Hilberl spaces H¡, ... , Hn, H, an n-linear
(H¡, ... , Hn; H) if and only if, regardless of how we
mapping T: H¡ x ... x Hn -+ H is in
selectin each Hj an orthonormal basis (e!)ijElj in Hj, we have

L

IIT(e!¡,··A,W<oo.

i l E1 b ···,i/l EII!

Such T is ca11ed a (multilinear) Hilbert-Schmidt aperatar.
Of course, these concepts generalize corresponding ones which are well known from the theory of operator ideals. If 1 o::; P o::; 00, lhen U:&,;p) (.;.), 11 . 11 (P;p)] = [n¡";p) (.;.), n p;p] is one of
the most important operator ideals: the Banach ideal
[np , np]

of (absolutely) p-summing aperatars.

D1 is just lhe ideal

np

ofp-summing aperatars; see [33, (17.4)], [17, Chapter 19], [19, Chapter 9].
Reca11 lhat rp (X, Y), 1 o::; P o::; 00, consists of lhose Banach space operators u: X -+ Y for
which lhere is an L p (¡;. )-space Z and operators v : Z -+ Y**, w : X -+ Z such lhat kyu = v o w;
here ky: Y c....;.- Y** is the canonical evaluation map. These operators constitute a Banach ideal
[rp , yp]

where, for u E rp (X, Y), lhe norm yP (u) is lhe infimum of a11 products 11 v 11 . 11 w 11, wilh v and w
as aboye.
There is no need for passing to Y** if p = 2 which, for our topie, is the most important case.
Due to S. Kwapieri is lhe result lhat u E L(X, Y) belongs to D 2 iff it admits a factorization
u: X ~ Z ~ y where w and v's adjoint v* belong to ll2, and that in this case the D 2 -norm
of u, which we denote by
02(U),

is lhe infimum (in fact, lhe minimum, see [17, p. 244]) of a11 products n2(v*), n2(w), v and w
being admissible factors. Moreover, Z can be chosen to be a Hilbert space. As a consequence
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of Grolhendieek's lheorem, we also obtain lhat u E L(X, Y) is in D 2 iff a faetorization u: X "'+
2 -'+ Y is available where 2 is a Banaeh spaee, v is in r¡ (2, Y) and w is in r oo(X, 2). Finally,
D 2 can also be characterized as the largest extension of Schatten trace c1ass operators on Hilbert
spaees to an ideal of Banaeh spaee operators; ef. [33, 17.5.2].

3, The bilinear extension property
The problem of eharaeterizing BEP beeomes aeeessible through a triviality: given Banaeh
spaces X and Y, we can associate with each bilinear form T E L 2 (x, Y) the operator UT E
L(X, Y*) whieh is given by (UT(X), y) := T(x, y) for x E X and y E Y. The resulting map
L 2 (X, Y) -+ L(X, Y*): T C+ UT is an isometrie isomorphism.
We combine this with the preceding comments and recall that the space Loo (¡..¿) associated
with (e.g.) a finite measure fL is an injective Banach space in order obtain a first characterization
of extendibility of bilinear forms (see also [13]):

Proposition 3,1, T

E

L 2 (x, Y) is extendible iffUT

E

D 2 (X, Y*).

Using lhe maximality of lhe ideal D 2 , togelher wilh lhe principIe of local reflexivity, we
therefore may state:

Corollary 3,2, For any choice of Banach spaces X, Y, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) (X, Y) has BE?
(ii) L(X, Y*) = D 2 (X, Y*).
(iii) For any k, 1 = 0,1, ... , (X(2k), y(21) has BE?
(iv) (X (2k) , y(21) has BEP for sorne k, 1 = O, 1, ....

Here x(n) denotes lhe nlh dual of X.
Sinee lhe eanonieal map kx : X '-+ X** is in D 2 iff dim X < 00, we see lhat lhe pair (X, X*)
has BEP iff X is finite dimensional. It is open if an infinite dimensional Banach space X and its
dual X* can simultaneously have BEP; see also the remarks preceding 3.7.
An applieation of trace duality to 3.2.(ii) yields

Proposition 3,3, lf (X, Y) has BE? then

r 2 (Y*, X) =

I¡ (Y*, X).

Here I¡ is the ideal of aH Banach space operators u: X --+ Y which are 1-integral in the sense
of Grolhendieek: lhere exists a faetorization of kyu of lhe form X -+ Loo (1") '-+ L¡ (1") -+ Y**,
where fL is a probability measure and "L+" represents the corresponding formal identity.
The converse of Proposition 3.3 fails in general, as we will see below, but it is true if X* or
Y* has lhe metrie approximation property; see [24].
The preceding result has interesting consequences. Recall that a Banach space X is said to
verify GT ('Grothendieck's Theorem') if L(X, l2) = n¡ (X, l2) holds; ef. [35]. In sueh a case,
we shall also write X E GT, or we say lhat X is a GT spaee, etc. Trace duality reveals lhat
X is a GT spaee iff every operator from an Loo spaee into X is in D 2 (equivalently, in n2);
see, e.g., Proposition 20.18 in [17]. Classieal examples of GT spaees are provided by L¡ spaees
(Grolhendieek's lheorem!), but lhere are more.
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Theorem 3.4.lf (X, Y) has BE?, then X* and Y* verify GT.
Proof. It suffices to look at infinite dimensional spaces. By Dvoretzky's theorem, X contains the
e2's uniformly. Since fue ideal n¡ is fue injective hull of I¡ [33], il follows fual every operalor
Y* --+ l2 is l-summing, that is, Y* E GT.
By symmetry, X* verifies GT as we11. D

We say that a Banach space X is a HS space if every operator l2 --+ l2 which factorizes
through X is a Hilbert-Schmidl operalor [25]. Easily, fuis is equivalenl lo having L(X, e2) =
n2 (X, e2). Moreover, X is a HS space iff X* has fuis property. Using fue facl fualn2 (id,, ) = yn,
2
it is readily seen that no HS space can contain uniformly complemented copies of alll~'s. By
results of Pisier on K-convexity, every infinite dimensional HS space contains the lj's uniformly.
Every GT space is a HS space, bul nol conversely. However, HS spaces of cotype 2 are GT spaces.
A variaul of fue preceding proof of 3.4 proceeds as fo11ows: If (X, Y) has BEP, fuen, by
Dvoretzky's theorem, X and Y are HS spaces and so (in the infinite dimensional case) contain
uniform copies of a11 e7's. Bul by trace dualily, X* E GT iff L(X, el) = D 2(X, el), and fuis coincides wifu n 2(X, el) since fue adjoinl of auy operalor e2 -+ e¡ is 2-summing. So, would X*
fail lo be a GT space, we would be able lo find inlegers k¡ < k2 < ... along wifu a uniformly
bounded sequence of operators Tn : X --+ e~1! such that limn2(Tn) = oo. Since Y* is HS, there
are embeddings In: e~' '-+ Y* such fual sUPn 11 In 11 < oo. The compositions In o Tn would be
bounded in the operator norm, but not in the 2-summing norm (injectivity of ll2), which contradicls L(X, Y*) = n2(X, Y*).
We wrile X E GT /\ C2 if X is a colype 2 space which verifies GT. Aclually, il is slill au open
problem lo know whefuer or nol GT spaces always do have colype 2. For spaces in GT /\ C2,
there is a straightforward converse of 3.4. Say that a Banach space operator is approximable if it
can be approximaled, uniformly on compacl seIs, by finile rank operalors. It fo11ows from 3.2(ii)
fual if (X, Y) has BEP, fuen every operalor X -+ Y* is approximable.
Proposition 3.5.lf X* and Y* are in GT /\ C2, then (X, Y) has BEP iff every aperatar X -+ Y*
is approximable.
Proof. A11 whal is left lo show is fual if X* aud Y* are in GT /\ C 2 and if every operalor in
L(X, Y*) is approximable, fuen (X, Y) has BEP. Bul since X* aud Y* have colype 2, every
approximable operalor X -+ Y* faclors through sorne Hilbert space [35, Theorem 4.1]. We are
dealing wifu HS spaces, so fual our hypofuesis implies L(X, Y*) = D 2(X, Y*). D

The conditions cau be slightly relaxed: jusI require fual X* aud Y* are GT spaces of colype 2 aud fual one of fuem embeds inlo a Banach space having cotype 2 aud fue approximation
property; see again [35].
Another case, where a converse of 3.4 holds, occurs if a certain weak form of lattice structure
is available. Recallfual a Bauach space is said lo have fue property GL (also known as ge 2 ) if
every l-summing operator from that space into l2 factors through an L 1 -space. GL is a self-dual
property, aud il is shared by a11 Bauach lattices. The lerminology originales from fue paper [23]
by Y. Gordon aud D.R. Lewis.
We sha11 wrile X E GT /\ GL if fue Bauach space X verifies bofu, GT aud GL. It is readily
seen fual this happens iff L(X, e2) = n (X, e2), aud fual such a space X is in GT /\ C2. Compare wifu [19, 17.11 and 17.12]. Reca11 fual il is au open question if fue only Bauach spaces
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verifying GT and GL are L ¡ -spaees (compare [35, p. 114D. A positive answer would render lhe
equivalenee of (ii) and (iii) in lhe nex! praposition trivial.
Proposition 3,6, For every Banach space X the following are equivalent:

(i) X* verifles GT.
(ii) (X, Y) has BEp, for every Loo space Y.
(iii) (X, Y) has BEp, for every Banach space such that Y*

E

GT /\ GL.

Proof, X* E GT is equivalentto saying lha! every opera!or in L(l2, X) has a l-summing adjoint.
Supposelha! Y* E GT /\GL. ThenL(Y*, l2) = n (Y*, l2), andlhisimplies lha!ifv E L(X, Y*),
lhen uvw E I¡ (l2, l2) for a11 u E L(Y*, l2) and W E L(l2, X). Consequently, v is in D 2 (X, Y*).
This praves (i)
(iii).
Sinee every L¡ spaee verifies GT and GL, (iii) implies (ii). Fina11y, (ii) yields n (X,·) e
D 2 (X,·) whieh is (i), by duali!y. D

'*

In general, the projective tensor norm 0;r does not behave well with respect to the formation
of subspaees. Bu! i! is immedia!e fram lhe definition lha! (X, Y) has BEP iff X@rrY is a subspaee
of X0;r Y whenever X is a subspace of X and Y is a subspace of Y.
On the other hand, the injective tensor norm
respects the formation of subspaces. Therefore, (X, Y) has BEP whenever X and Y are Banaeh spaees sueh lha! X@rrY=X@sY. In fae!,
in this case every operator X --+ Y* is even 1-integral.
G. Pisier has shown that every Banach space of cotype 2 embeds into an infinite dimensional
Banaeh spaee P sueh lha! P@rrP = P@sP and bolh, P and P* verify GT /\ C2, ef. [35]. Sueh
a space will be referred to as a Pisier space.
The simple fae! lha! (P, P*) does no! have BEP (sinee dim P = (0) reveals lha! lhe converse
implieation faíls in 3.3 as we11 as in 3.4. No!e also lha! 3.6 yields lhe (known) resul! lha! no
Pisier space can have GL. Moreover, by combination with our earlier observations we can now
see lha! if X and Y are eo!ype 2 spaees, lhen (X, Y) has BEP iff X@rrY = X@sY. Bu! lhis leads
immediately to several questions which can be added to other open problems in this area: is it
true lha! if Pis a Pisier spaee, lhen P* has BEP (i.e., is P* a Pisier spaee)? Does (P, Q) have
BEP when P and Q are Pisier spaees? More genera11y, is i! possible lha! infini!e dimensional
Banaeh spaees X and Y exis! sueh lha! (X, Y) and (X*, Y*) have BEP? By 3.3, we are lhus
asking for spaees X, Y sueh lha! X@sY= X@rrY and X*@sY*= X*@rrY*. Our guess is lha!
none of these questions has a positive answer.
Within our setting, the presence of GT A e2 has yet another consequence:
Proposition 3.7. The following statements on a Banach space X are equivalent:

(i) (X, Y) has BEP for every Y such that Y* E GT /\ C2.
(ii) Every operator from X into any cotype 2 space is 2-summing.

'*

Proof, (i)
(ii). Suppose lha! Z is a eo!ype 2 spaee. Take a Pisier spaee P wilh Z e P.
Sinee P* E GT /\ C2, our assumption yields L(X, P**) = D 2(X, P**) whieh implies L(X, Z) =

n 2 (X, Z).

'*

(ii)
(i). If Y* verifies GT /\ C2, lhen every opera!or X -+ Y* is in n2, and even in D 2
beeause of Y* E HS. D
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Again, even in this case, we do not know if X* must have cotype 2.
A classical application of 3.7 occurs when X is a subspace of a space C (K) such lhat C(K)j X
is reflexive (compare wilh [19, 15.13]): every operator fram X into a cotype 2 space is 2summing.
Moreover, by results of J. Bourgain [6,7],3.7 also applies if we take X to be lhe space of a11
bounded analytic functions on the open unit disk D in e, or the disk algebra on D, smce again
every operator fram X into a cotype 2 space is 2-summing. See also [38, I1I.I.19]. It is known
lhat in lhis case X* E GT /\ C2, and it was shown by A. Pelczyriski [29] lhat X fails GL.
It might be possible lhat X* is in GT /\ GL iff (X, Y) has BEP whenever Y* verifies GT. This
would imply lhat GT spaces wilhout cotype 2 do exist, but we do not know how to get access.
We can only prave a weaker resul!. Let 9 be lhe operator ideal which consists of a11 v E L(X, Y)
such lhat for every u E L(Y, l2) lhe composition u o v is in nI (X, l2) (lhus a Banach space
verifies GT iff its identity is in 9). One can show lhat a Banach space X is in GT /\ GL if and
only if every operator wilh domain X which is in 9 actua11y belongs to D 2 . We omit lhe details.
In view of topies to be discussed in the subsequent sections, we devote the rest of this section
to a praof of
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that X and Y are infinite dimensional Banach spaces.
then X 0;r Y contains uniformly complemented copies ofthe e~ 's.

lf (X, Y) has BEp,

In particular, X@nY fails to be HS space!
It is easy to see lhat if X, Y, Z are Banach spaces such lhat (X, Y, Z) has TEP, Ihen
(X, Y), (Y, Z), (Z, X) a11 have BEP (we sha11 pravide a straightforward argument below). One
might conjecture lhat (X@nY, Z), for example, enjoys BEP as we11. The aboye lheorem te11s
liS that this is false for infinite dimensional spaces: X 0;r Y cannot be HS. The latter can also be
obtained using that if X and Y are infinite dimensional Banach spaces, then Dvoretzky's theorem
asserts that the 's are uniformly complemented in X 0;r Y .
In lhe praof of 3.8, we require lhe fo11owing lemma. We omit lhe details since lhe praof is
essentia11y lhe same as Ihe one of Lemma 1.1 in [8].

e7

Lemma 3.9. Let X, Y be Banach spaces such that every operator T: X -+ Y* is 2-summing.
Let (fn) be a weakly 2-summable sequence in X and (gn) be a bounded sequence in Y. Then
(fn @ gn) is weakly 2-summable in X@nY.
Proposition 3.10. Let X, Y be Banach spaces such that

(1) every operator T: X -+ Y* is 2-summing,
(2) Y contains uniformly the l7 .s.
Then X 0;r Y contains uniformly complemented copies ofthe e~ 's.
The assumptions are clearly satisfied if (X, Y) has BEP; lherefore 3.8 is a cora11ary to 3.10.
Proof. The result, and its proof, refine sorne of Ihe main results in [8].
Suppose lhat Y contains lhe l7's A-uniformly, A > 1. Then Ihere exist M > O and for each
n E PI and N = N (n) > n in PI togelher wilh a surjective operator qn : l~ -+ l~ such lhat
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IIqn

11

~ M. Moreover, lhere are a constant C (independent of n) and, for each n, vectors a m

1~ m

~

E

ef,

n, such that

(1) qn (a m ) = e m (1 ~ m 0; n), where (em)~=l is the canonicall -basis.
(2) sUPmllamll~C.

2

Actually, if we are willing to increase n 1---+ N(n), then we can choose e and M as close to
one as we wish.
It fo11ows lhat sUPn Jt2(qn) ~ KGM, where KG is Grolhendieck's constan!. By lhe ll2extension theorem, each qn is the restriction of a surjection Qn: y --+ el such that 1I Qn 1I ~
AK GM and such lhat lhere are b1, ... , b n E y satisfying
(1) Qn(b m ) = em (l ~ m
(2) supmllbmll ~ AC.

~

n).

We may assume that X is infinite dimensional. By Dvoretzky's theorem, X contains for each
na subspace En which is 2-isomorphic to el. Let (fm)~=l be the basis in En obtained frOID
the standard basis of el via the corresponding isomorphism. We are going to work with HalmBanach extensions
E X* of the associated biorthogonal functionals in E~, 1 ~ m ~ n.
The proof can now be completed as fo11ows. Write (·1·) for lhe scalar product of e~. Note lhat
e m 1---+ f m (.9 bm gives rise to a unique linear map en :el --+ x 0 n Y, and that linearization of the
bilinear map (x, y) C+ (f~ (x )(Qn (y)lem))::'~1 yields a continuous linear map <Pn : X@rr Y -+ e~.
From 3.9, it follows by standard reasonings that en is continuous as well. Moreover, both mappings allow uniform estimates of their norms. Since qJn o en = Ide~ , the identity in e~, we are
done. D

f:r

In passing, we notice lhat not just <Pn but even lhe aboye bilinear map X x Y -+
is onto.

e~

: (x, y) C+

(f~(x)(Qn(y)lem))::'~1

4, Extendibility and summability: The case n

~

3

This section contains the main results of the paper, as they are summarized in Diagram 2.
Based on a multilinear version of Grolhendieck's inequality as given in [3,11] and [36], lhe
third-named aulhor has proved lhe fo11owing result in [32]:

Theorem 4.1. Let Al, ... ,An ) 1 be given and, for each 1 :S; j :S; n, let Xj be an LOO.Aj
space. Then every multilinear form T E ¡:n(X1, ... , X n ) is (1; 2, ... , 2)-summing, and with
A = n';~1 Aj, we hove IITII(1;2,,2) ~ AK~-11IT11.
Again, KG is the Grothendieck constant.
In particular, if X is a Banach space and
forms on X, then
¡:~xt(X)

e; ¡:~'¡;2,

, 2)(X)

¡:~xt(X)

is the co11ection of a11 extendible n-linear

e; C(X).

So all what is needed to complete our program is to justify the arrows appearing in Diagram 2.
We start by an improvement of Theorem 4.1.
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Theorem 4.2. Suppose that X is an infinite dimensional Banach space with BEP Ihen, for n ;? 2,

c

(X) = L(1;2,,2) (X).

Proof. We fo11ow an induction argumen! fram [36].
The case n = 2 is jusI lbe definition of BEP. Suppose lben lba! lbe resul! is true for n - 1
(n;? 2): lbere exis!s a constan! e > o such lba! 1 T IIL'-l
,:; CII T 1 for every T E Ln-1 (X).
(1;2, ... ,2)

Take now any T E Ln (X) wilb 1 T 1 ,:; 1 and consider a fini!e co11ection of vec!ors (x! )i~l
in X. 1':; j':; n. such lba! II(x!):II~':; 1 for each j. We claim lba! lbere exis!s a constan! e'.
which is independen! of T and of lbe chosen sequence. such lba! I.:i~l 1T (xl, ... , x;) 1,:; e'.
We define lbe opera!or u:
-+ X via e: c+ xl for 1 ,:; i ,:; m. It is standard lba! Ilull =

e;:

1 (xl): II~ ,:; 1.
We also consider formal inc1usion i : J! 1 --+

e2 and the maps

v:X -+C- 1(X) givenbyv(x)=T(x,·, ... ,·),
w: C- 1(X) -+ el given by w(S) = (s(xl, ... , x;)):.

Both maps are linear. Easily, v is continuous with norm no greater than 1. Also, using the
induction hypolbesis, we have lba! w verifies 1 w 1 ,:; e.
X has BEP, and lbis implies by Theorem 3.4 lba! X* is a GT space. This is equivalen! !o
L(X, el) = D 2 (X, el), so lba! Ihere is a constan! y such lba! 02 (A) ,:; Y IIA 1 for a11 A E L(X, el).
Now w o v, being in D 2 (X, el), admits a fac!orization w o V = b o a wilh a E n2(X, H) and
b* E n 2 (Y*, H) where H is a Hilbert space and n2(a)n2(b*) = 02(W o v),:; yllw o vii':; e'
where e' = ye.
We have thus established a factorization of A := i o w o V o u:
--+ e2:

er

Now, a o u and i o b are both of 2-summing operators betw"een Hilbert spaces and thus have
fini!e Hilbert-Schmid! norm. Therefore lbe trace c1ass norm of A can be estima!ed as fo11ows:
m

LI T (xl, ... , xi) I= Itr(A) I,:; n2 (a o u)n2 (i o b) ,:; n2 (a)n2 (b*) ,:; e'.
This completes Ihe praof.

D

This theorem enables liS to establish the remaining implications displayed in Diagram 2.
Theorem 4.3. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space and n ;? 3. Ihen
L(1;2,,2) (X) if and only if X has nEP
We require three lemmas.
Lemma 4.4.lf X is a HS space, then L 2 (X) = ni(X).

L~xt (X) =
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Proof. Fix T

L 2 (X) and (X! )~l

E

E

l~ (X) for ) = 1,2. The linear maps u j : l2 -+ X given

by e: f-+x! () = 1,2) are bounded wifu Ilujll = II(x!):II~,} = 1,2. We have to check fuat
L:,k IT (xl, x¡) 2 < oo. But
1

LIT (xl, xl)

12 =

i,k

LIT(ul (e:), U2("»)

12 = LI [T o (Ul, U2) lee:, ,,)1 2 ,

i,k

i,k

and we kuow fuat fue last expression is finite if and only if T o (Ul X U2) is Hílberl-Schmidt.
This is equivalent to saying that the associated operator UTo(Ul XU2) is 2-summing. But tbis is the
case, since UTO(Ul XU2) is just the composition
o uT o u¡ and since X is a HS space. D

u;

Lemma 4.5.lf a Banach space X fails BE?, then

ni (X)

\

LZl ;2,2) (X) is non-empty.

Proof. By our assumptions and fue definition of BEP we see fuat

LZl ;2,2) (X) is a proper subset

of L 2 (X). Thus, if X is even a HS space, fuen our claim follows from 4.4.
Suppose next fuat X is not a HS space. Then X* is not HS, eifuer. Accordingly, fuere are
integers kl < k2 < ... and operators Un : X* -+
such fuat M := sUPn Ilu n II < 00 but (n2 (Un»n

l;'

is unbounded. Dvoretzky's theorem provides liS with isomorphic embeddings in :e;r: L+ X such
fuat SUPn II}n II ~ 2, sayo The operators Sn := }n o Un : X* -+ X satisfy sUPn Y2 (sn) ~ 2M, but
(n2 (sn»n is unbounded. Thus n2 (X*, X) is properly contained in r2(X*, X). An application of
trace duality shows fuat D 2 (X, X*) is, fuerefore, a proper subset of n2 (X, X*).
Let now u : X --+ X* be 2-summing but not 2-dominated. Then the associated bilinear form
X x X -+ OC is not extendible (see 3.1), but fue reasoning of fue proof of 4.4 reveals fuat it is

multiple 2-summing.

D

Lernma 4.6.Suppose we are givenBanachspaces Xl X··· X X n , an n-linearform T: Xl X··· X
X n --+ OC and a non-zera vector Y~ E Y*. Then y~T : Y x Xl X ... X X n --+ OC: (y, Xl, ... , X n ) 1---+
(Y~, y) . T (Xl, ... , X n ) is an (n + l)-linear formo It is extendible if and only ifT is extendible.
Proof. It is elear fuat y~T is (n + l)-linear. The least trivial of fue remaining parts is to verify
that T is extendible whenever Y~ T is.
To this end, consider arbitrary superspaces Xl, ... , Xn of Xl, ... , X n , respectively, together
wifu an (n + l)-linear extension U: Y x
x ... X Xn -+ OC of y~T. Take any Yo E y such fuat
(y~, YO) = 1. Obviously, Xl x ... X Xn -+ OC: (Xl, ... , Xn ) f-+ U (YO, xl, ... , Xn ) is an n-linear
form and extends T. D

X'r

Corollary 4.7. A Banach space with nEP also has (n - l)E?
We are now ready for the

Proof of 4.3. For notational simplicity, we present fue proof for n = 3 only.
If X has TEP, fuen an application of Theorem 4.1 gives L 3 (X) = L;xt (X) =

Suppose fuat conversely L;xt(X) =

L¡1;2,2,2) (X)

BEP. In fact, ofuerwise (by 4.5) sorne S
to be extendible. Take a unit vector x~

E

E

L¡1;2,2,2) (X).

holds. The main step is to check fuat X has

ni(x) will not belong to LZl ;2,2) (X)
X* and consider T:= x~S

E

3

and so will faíl

L (X). By 4.6, T is not
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extendible eilber. But it is (1; 2, 2, 2)-summing because, if we are given (x! ):"1 E e~ (X) for
j = 1,2,3, lben we have, by Hülder's inequality,

~ (IN(x ilI2 ) 1/2. (Ds(x;,xi)1 2) 1/2
,

,

1 (xil::l 11; ·IISII(22,2) . 1 (x;)::l 11; . 1 (xT)::l 11;
= IISII(22,2) 1 (xi)::l 11; . 1 (x;2)::1 11; . 1 (xT)::l 11;·
Now, knowing lbat X has BEP, we get L 3 (X) = L¡1;2,2,2) (X) fram 4.2. Thanks to our hypolbesis,
L;xt(X) = L¡1;2,2,2) (X). Therefore X has TEP. D
~

L¡1;2,2,2)

(X). It is open iflbere is any
Banach space which satisfies BEP but not TEP. We even do not know of any infinite dimensional
Banach spaces, olber lban Loo spaces, which have TEP.

Remark 4.8. We have shown lbat X has TEP iff L;xt(X) =

5. r- Dominated multilinear forms
In Diagram 1, lbe (1; 2, 2)-summing operators can be replaced by lbe 2-dominated ones since
D~. This prompts lbe question about lbe position taken by dominated operators inside
of Diagram 2.
Let n ;? 2 be an integer. Using Khinchin's inequality (see, e.g., [19, Chapter 1]), and taking
up sorne ideas of lbe bilinear case (which appears in [33]), we are going to prave:

LZl ;2,2) =

Theorem 5.1. Let real numbers

TI , ... ,

rn ) 1 and Banach spaces Xl , ... , X n be given. Then

and

for every T E D(rl, ... ,Tn)(X¡"", X n). Rere r
Khinchin's inequality.

=

max{r¡, ... , rn, n} and Br is the constantfrom

To prove this, we will need the following characterization of (rl, ... , rn)-dominated n-linear

maps fram [22]:
Theorem 5.2. Let Xl, ... , X n , y be Banach spaces, '1,"" rn ) 1 be numbers and T: Xl x
... X X n --+ y be an n-linear map. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) T is (rl, ... , rn)-dominated.
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e andfor each 1 ~ j
such thatforevery (Xl,···, X n ) E Oj X j ,

(b) There exist a constant

~

n a regular probability measure

on Bx*

fLj

J

1:n (Zl, ... , Zn; Y) andfor each 1 ~ j
anoperatoruj Ell'j(Xj,Zj)suchthatT=So(Ul x··· X un).

(e) There exist Banach spaces Zl, ... , Zn, a map S

E

~

n

Proof of 5.1. It is certainly enough to prove the result for rl = ... = r n = r ) n ) 2.
We lake T E D~(Xl, ... , X n ; OC) and in eaeh X j an m-luplel (x!)'r~l be given. We eonsider
Dm = {-l, l)m and fue measure 1" on Dm given by I"(e) = 2~ for eaeh e = (el, ... , em) E Dm.
If v = I"@ ... @ 1" is fue (n - l)-fold produel measure of copies of 1". As is shown in fue proof
ofTheorem 3.10 in [1],
m

¿T(xl,··· ,xi)
i=l

Thus, if we sel
m

X

e}= Le! x/

m

and

ae l, .. ,e ll - 1 =

i=l

L ef ... e7- xi ,
1

i=l

wehavethat
m

(;T(x

1

l ,... ,X;) 1'/2

~J IT(~elxl, ... , ~e7-lx;-1, ~e!.

l
l
e7- x;) 1'/2 dv(e , ... , r

l

)

m

1
2m (n-l)
e l , .. , e/!- l ED m

eX

j

Now, smce T E D~ 1, ... , X n ; OC), we can use the regular probability measures fL j on B x *,
J
n, whieh are provided by Theorem 5.2, lo oblain

~

L
e l, .. , e /! - lE D m

IT(xe l , ... ,Xcll-

l,

r2
a el, ... ,eII _ 1 )l /
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by repealed applieation of Hülder's inequalily. Therefore,

tT(Xl, ... ,xill
I

1=1

Now we apply Khinehin's inequalily lo oblain lha!, on lhe one hand, for eaeh j
{l, ... , n - 1) andeaeh
E Xj, we have

X;

and lhus

But on the other hand, this inequality also guarantees that, for each x~

lhus
II(a,l " , '- l ),l",'- l EDm

11; ~ 2m (n-1)/,. B, ·11(xil~~111~·

We eonelude lhal

I~T(xl, ... ,xill ~ B;. 8,(T)· D" (x/)~~111~·
We finish by a supplemenl lo lhe inelusion (*).

D

E x~,

E
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Proposition 5.3. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. For any n ;? 3 and r E [1,00),
D~ (X) is properly contained in L(1;2, ... ,2) (X).
In the proof we use the following consequence of Dvoretzky's theorem:
Lernma 5.4. For any infinite dimensional Banach space X, m ) 3 and 1 ~ r <
an m-linear form on X which is not r-dominated.

00,

there exists

Proof. We present the proof for m = 3; the generalization is straightforward.
Given n E PI choose N = N(n) E PI so fual e~ is 2-isomorphic (say) lo a subspace of e~
aud denole by in fue corresponding embedding e~ '-+ e~. Nole fual fue n, (in) -+ 00 when
n -+ oo. By Dvoretzky's fueorem, each e~ is 2-isomorphic (say) lo a subspace of X, aud e~ is
2-isomorphic to a subspace of X*: let in : e~ L+ X and kn: ef L+ X* the corresponding embeddings.
Identify e~ wifu fue diagonal of e~ @se~ aud recall fual kn @kn provides a 4-isomorphic embedding of e~ @se~ inlo X*@,X*.]ulum, fue lalter space embeds cauonically inlo (X@rrX)*.
Now, e!io is an injective Banach space, so that in extends to an operator Un: X --+ e~, with nicely
controllable norm. The operalors V n := (kn @ kn ) o Un : X -+ (X@rrX)* satisfy sUPn 11 V n 11 < oo.
Bul, by injectivily offue Bauach ideal [ne. n, l, sUPn n,(vn ) = oo. This signifies fual an operalor
X -+ (X@rrX)* exisls which faíls lo be r-summing. By 5.2, fue associaled trílinear form caunol
be r-dominaled. D

We also require the next result which, as has been pointed out in [37], is an easy consequence
of 5.2.
Corollary 5.5. Let 1 eS; r < 00, n;? 2 and Xl, ... , X n be Banach spaces. lf an n-linear form
T: Xl x ... X X n -+]K is r-dominated, then the corresponding (n -l)-linear operator T: Xl x
... X X n- 1 -+ X~ defined as T(X1, ... , Xn -1) (x n ) = T (Xl, ... , x n ) is also r-dominated.

Proof of 5.3. For notational simplicity, we confine ourselves again to the case n = 3. First we
consider the case where X does not have BEP. According to 4.5, we can find a bilinear form
in ni(X) \ LZ1;2,2) (X). Bul D;(X) e LZ1;2,2) (X), so fual we cau find S in ni(X) \ D;(X).
As in fue proof of 4.3, we fix a unil veclor X~ E X* aud define T E L 3 (X) lo be T := X~ S. We
have already seen fual il belongs lo L¡1;2,2,2)(X), Using 5.5, il is easy lo check fual il is nol
r-dominated.
If X has BEP, fuen L 3 (X) = L¡1;2,2,2) (X) by 4.2. Bul we have seen in 5.4 fual D;(X) is
properly conlained in L 3 (X). We are done. D
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